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ABSTRACT

Background and purpose—Assessment of large vessel cerebral vasospasm (CVS) with
CT angiography (CTA) is commonly used in aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage
(aSAH) to monitor the risk of delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI). However, its accuracy is
still debated in clinical practice. We aim to assess sensitivity, specificity and radiation
dose of CTA and digital subtraction angiography (DSA) to compute CVS.

Methods— Consecutive patients with aSAH who underwent both CTA and DSA within
less than 6 hours at admission / during CVS period (within the 3rd / 4th-21st days after
aSAH onset) were included. CVS was retrospectively computed on CTA and DSA for
each anterior intracranial artery segment until the end of their 2nd segments by 2 readers
(reader 1 / reader 2; 5-year / 10-year experienced radiologist / interventional
neuroradiologist) in blinded conditions. Radiation dose to the eye and scalp were also
compared prospectively in 1 phantom study and in 5 patients.

Results—CVS was computed on a total of 210 arterial segments in 20 patients. The
correlation between CTA and DSA was better for the reader 2, CTA performed under our
local protocol, CTA with great visualization of distal arteries and segments without
metallic artefacts. The best sensitivity and specificity of CTA to predict CVS ≥ 50% on
DSA was obtained for a threshold ≥ 30% for the reader 2 (86% and 86% respectively).
Under this value, no patient had CVS ≥ 50% on DSA. Radiation dose to the scalp and eye
were respectively lower and tends to be higher for CTA compared to DSA.
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Conclusions—CTA in clinical practice may not be as excellent as reported to predict
CVS on DSA. Its accuracy highly depends on observers’ experience. A threshold value
of ≤ 30% may rule out CVS ≥ 50% on DSA. Radiation dose limitation is not a valid
argument to substitute DSA with CTA.
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INTRODUCTION
Cerebral vasospasm (CVS) is a major provider of morbidity and mortality in patients
hospitalized with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (aSAH)1. The involvement of
large vessel CVS in the occurrence of delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI) is debated2. Some
authors propose the analysis of microcirculation by computed tomography perfusion
(CTP) rather than the severity of CVS to determine the risk of DCI. However, no study
concludes to the superiority of one or the other approaches3.The analysis of CVS therefore
remains a recognized major marker of the DCI risk. In addition, the quantification of CVS
is a key element for angioplasty decision making with a threshold usually of 50%.
The gold standard to confirm CVS remains digital subtraction angiography (DSA). But,
it is costly, invasive, time-consuming and requires the displacement of fragile patients in
the operating room. Neurologic complications are not uncommon (0.33 to 1.3% of cases
including 0.5% of permanent neurological deficits)4–6. Transcranial Doppler (TCD)
ultrasound is a non-invasive, non-ionising and inexpensive technique that can be
performed at the bedside. Nevertheless, because of its limited acoustic window and
several factors influencing blood velocity,7,8 many false negative results need to be
considered, especially in the anterior brain territory or for CVS affecting distal segments
of cerebral arteries9,10. As for it, CT angiography (CTA) has been studied in many
articles11–19. A recent meta-analysis found out excellent sensitivity and specificity,
comparable to CTP3. However, imaging protocols used in these studies were different.
Analysis was based on qualitative or semi-quantitative criteria rather than quantitative
ones, on examinations too widely spaced in time whereas CVS is a rapidly evolving
phenomenon, or on too proximal arterial segments while more distal involvement seems
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to also play a role in the occurrence of DCI. Therefore, the clinical interest of CTA seemed
uncertain to us, mostly for angioplasty decision.
The aim of our study was to show a correlation between CTA and DSA in the
determination of CVS and thus the angioplasty decision by a quantitative analysis of CVS
till the 2nd segments of cerebral arteries in quasi-synchronous examinations. We also
aimed to evaluate radiation implications in the angioplasty decision.

METHODS
Population
From a prospective data base of consecutive patients hospitalized in our center between
January 2015 and December 2016 at acute phase of aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage
(aSAH), with a proven Fischer score ≥ 2, we included patients who underwent both CTA
and DSA twice. The first set was performed prior aneurysm treatment and within the 3rd
day of aSAH onset and the second one between the 4th and the 21th day from aSAH onset.
Each CTA had to precede DSA within a delay of less than 6 hours and no curative medical
or endovascular treatment was initiated or stopped during this period.

Non-invasive bedside monitoring of DCI was done using an every 2-hours neurological
examination and measurement of middle cerebral artery velocity by TCD twice - a - day.
CTA or directly DSA were performed when DCI was suspected on bedside monitoring.
CTP was performed in rare cases when CTA was not interpretable. Intensive medical care
and endovascular preventive treatment of DCI were systematically considered in patients
with CVS on DSA (CVSDSA) ≥ 50% and if DCI was suspected. Patients or their relatives
were informed and provided their consent for all the care concerning aSAH. The study
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approved
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Ethics

Committee.

Imaging protocol
We used a 64-section multidetector CT-scan, Philips Brillance (Philips Medical System,
Amsterdam, Netherlands) and Siemens Definition Edge CT-scan (Siemens Healthineers,
Germany) since September 2016. Acquisition parameters were as follows: 300mA; 120
kV; matrix, 512 x 512; field of view, 28-30 cm; section thickness, 1.5 mm on average;
reconstruction interval, 1 mm; pitch, 0.55 mm. A biphasic intravenous brachial injection
of 60 cc of contrast material (IOMERON 400, Iomeprol, Bracco Imaging, Milan, Italy)
followed by 50 cc of saline was administrated with an injection speed of 4 mL/s. Helix
acquisition was launched as soon as contrast enhancement was detected within skull base
arteries, with a bolus-tracking method. Reconstructions of initial raw images were
produced in 1 to 5 mm thin 3D and 3D MIP and co-registered with per-CVS CTA on
processing console (PACS Carestream Health, France).
All patients had a DSA (biplane neuroangiography unit Artis Zee, Siemens Healthineers,
France) under local or general anesthesia with standard frontal view angiograms of both
internal carotid artery (ICA) and dominant vertebral artery (VA) territories using
OMNIPAQUE 320 (Iohexol, GE Healthcare, Chicago, USA) as contrast material.

Imaging analysis
CVS was computed on 14 segments of bilateral anterior intracranial circulation including:
cavernous internal carotid artery (CICA), terminal internal carotid artery (TICA), middle
cerebral artery (MCA) with is first segment (M1) and second segment (M2) anterior and
posterior, anterior cerebral artery (ACA) with its first (A1) and second segment (A2).
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Percentage of narrowing of each intracranial artery was computed using measurements
between the second and the first vascular imaging.
CVS on CTA (CVSCTA) was assessed independently by two observers: a 5-year of
experience in diagnostic radiology with 1 year of neuroradiology training (reader 1) and
a 10-year experienced in interventional neuroradiology (reader 2). Interpretation was
blinded between readers and so were DSA data. A training period on analysis process
was performed in consensus by the two readers with 10 patients. The different steps of
analysis are shown in Figure 1. To limit partial volume artefacts on curved segments,
each segment was analyzed in an oblique plane to unroll this segment. To limit crossvessel sections in MIP reconstruction, thickness on MIP reconstruction may have been
decreased from 5 to 2 mm. When “beads on a string” artefact was seen on a vessel
segment, diameter was considered as mean value between the minimal and maximal
diameter. In case of arterial trifurcation, the dominant artery was chosen. In case of metalinduced susceptibility artifacts, we aim to determine the diameter of the segment on its
visible part. The presence of such artefacts was analyzed for each segment. CTA quality
criterion was defined qualitatively such as the presence or absence of visibility of 3rd
segments of cerebral arteries.
CVS on DSA (CVSDSA) was computed by 2 readers in consensus blinded to CTA data on
frontal (M1, M2, A1) and lateral (TICA, A2) view angiograms (Figure 2).

Radiation dose
Radiation effective dose was assessed prospectively on 1 acrylic head phantom (with
RaySafe Xi CT detector) and 5 patients using 3 optically stimulated luminescence
dosimeters (OSL) (Nanodot, Landauer, Glenwood, USA) put on the left eye, on the left
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temporal region and on the occiput bone. CTA data was compared to DSA results (3
lateral and frontal series).

Statistical analysis
The interrater correlation between reader 1 and reader 2, the inter test correlation between
CTA and DSA, the influence of CTA protocol, CTA quality and the location of arterial
segments to assess CVS were analyzed for each arterial segment using linear regression,
comparison of mean absolute differences of CVS values using a paired sample t-test,
Pearson correlation, kappa correlation for dichotomized CVS with a threshold ≥ 50% and
ROC analysis for a dichotomized CVSDSA with a threshold ≥ 50%. This final analysis
was also done for each patient considering arterial segment with the most severe CVS.
Radiation dose was described as mean value (SD) and compared using a paired sample ttest.
We used SPSS 19 for statistical analysis. A p-value ≤0.05 was considered significant.
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Figure 1. Cerebral vasospasm (CVS) computed on CTA. Initial (pre-CVS) and perCVS CTA (A) were co-registered in a multiplanar reconstruction with 2 to 5 mm thin
sections on maximal intensity projection (MIP) (B). Each arterial segment (here M1) was
shown on a large view (C). Grayscale level was adapted to make sure all values from
vessel’s center to perivascular space are well seen (D). Each arterial segment was
analyzed in an oblique plane to unroll it (E). Vessel diameter was assessed on longitudinal
reconstructions and included external border of the vessel (F).
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Figure 2. Cerebral vasospasm (CVS) computed on DSA. Initial frontal (A) and lateral
(C) angiogram of internal carotid artery were compared to per-CVS angiogram (B, D).
CVS was assessed on A2 (white arrow), on anterior (double black arrow) and posterior
(double white arrow) M2.
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RESULTS

Population
A total of 156 consecutive patients with aSAH were screened during this study period.
CVS was computed in 20/156 patients (13%) following inclusion criteria. The main
characteristics of these patients are presented in Table 1.
The median age was 47 years old. Patients were mostly women (65%). 85% of patients
underwent aneurysmal treatment. They were in serious clinical condition, hence their
hospitalization in intensive care with a WFNS scale > 4 in 40% of cases and a Fischer
score = 4 in 80% of cases (Annex 1).

Exams
Initial CTA was performed on admission. CTA performed at the time of CVS was
performed on the 6th day from the aSAH onset (median; IC 95% [5-8 days]). 95% of CTA
during CVS were performed according to our local protocol versus 50% among initials
CTAs.
Median delay between CTA and DSA were of 2 hours for initial exams and of 3 hours
for those occuring during CVS.

Arterial analysis
210 arterial segments were finally analyzed. 30 segments were excluded due to absence
of DSA.
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Correlations
Correlation of CVS values for each arterial segment between CTA_reader 1, and
CTA_reader 2 are presented in Figure 3 and Table 2. The correlation between CTA and
DSA was better for reader 2 (Pearson; 0,805 vs 0,525 for reader 1), for CTA performed
under our local protocol (Pearson; 0,847 vs 0,751), for CTA with great visualization of
distal arteries and segments without metallic artefacts.

ROC curve analysis
With ROC curve analysis, the best sensitivity and specificity of CTA to predict a
CVS≥50% on DSA was obtain for a threshold ≥ 30% (respectively 86% and 86% for
reader 2 vs 73% and 71% for reader 1). In per-patient analysis, this threshold was
CVS≥40% for reader 2 (respectively 87% and 100%) and ≥ 35% for reader 1 (respectively
78% and 50%). Maximal sensitivity was obtained for a threshold of CVS ≥ 30% for reader
2 (respectively 100% and 50%) and CVS≥20% for reader 1 (respectively 100% and 25%).

Radiation dose
Radiation dose is presented in Table 3. CTA was associated to a lower radiation dose for
skin (11,5 and 17,2 versus respectively 98 and 76 x 10-3 Sv; p = 0,02 and 0,04) but tends
to be associated to a higher radiation dose for eyes (13,9 versus 7 x 10

-3

Sv; p = 0,13)

compared to DSA.
We also simulated 3 possible prevalence of CVS on DSA (CVSDSA) ≥ 50%: 25%, 50%
and 75% on Table 4.
As prevalence of CVSDSA ≥ 50% increases, indication to perform DSA increases too but
so does the radiation dose.
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Table 1. Patients characteristics (n=20)
Age, yr

47 (44-57)

Female, n (%)

13 (65%)

WFNS score >4, n (%)

8 (40%)

Fischer score =4, n (%)

16 (80%)

Aneurysm embolization, n (%)

17 (85%)

Time to CTA1, dy

0 (0-1)

Time to CTA2, dy

6 (5-8)

Time from CTA1 to DSA1, hr

2 (1-2)

Time from CTA2 to DSA2, hr

3 (2-4)

Local protocol for CTA1, n (%)

10 (50%)

Local protocol for CTA2, n (%)

19 (95%)

Local protocol for both CTA1 and CTA2, n

10 (50%)

(%)
Quality criteria for CTA1, n (%)

10 (50%)

Quality criteria for CTA2, n (%)

15 (75%)

Quality criteria for both CTA1 and CTA2, n

10 (50%)

(%)
Patients with CVS on DSA ≥50%, n (%)

16 (80%)

WFNS: World Federation of Neurologic Surgeons score; CTA1 / DSA1: initial CTA /
DSA before treatment; CTA2 / DSA2: CTA / DSA during CVS within the 3- 21st day;
Time to CTA1/CTA2: time from subarachnoid hemorrhage onset to CTA1 or CTA2.
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Table 2. Interrater and intertest correlation (210 arterial segments in 20 patients)
Absolute difference

Pearson

Kappa coefficient

Area under

Mean (SD)

coefficient

for CVS ≥50%

curve for
CVS≥50%
on DSA

CTA_reader 1 / 2

10% (10)

0.694

0.437

NA

CTA_reader 1 /

15% (12)

0.525

0.420

0.839

10% (9)

0.805

0.606

0.938

8% (7)

0.847

0.751

0.965

11% (10)

0.778

0.507

0.912

8% (8)

0.861

0.697

0.967

Non-quality CTA

11% (10)

0.739

0.548

0.899

Proximal segments

9% (9)

0.826

0.705

0.947

Distal segments

10% (9)

0.780

0.530

0.917

No metallic

10% (8)

0.843

0.611

0.971

0.738

0.593

0.911

DSA
CTA_reader 2 /
DSA
Local CTA
Non-local CTA
Quality CTA

artefacts
Metallic artefacts

9% (10)

CVS: cerebral vasospasm; NA: non-applicable; CTA: computed tomodensitometry angiography;
DSA: digital subtraction angiography; local CTA: local CTA protocol in our neuroradiology
department; quality CTA: visibility of the 3rd segments of cerebral arteries; Distal / proximal
segments: M2 and A2 / terminal internal carotid artery, M1 and A1.
Reader 1/2: 5-year experienced radiologist/10-year experienced interventional neuroradiologist
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Figure 3. Graphical representation of correlation between CTA and DSA. Blot
dispersion between CTA for reader 1 and for reader 2 (A), CTA for reader 1 and DSA
(B), CTA for reader 2 and DSA (C) and ROC curve of CTA for reader 1 and reader 2 to
predict a cerebral vasospasm ≥ 50% on DSA.
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Table 3. Comparative radiation dose between CTA and DSA for CVS
assessment (n=5)
CTA
DSA
P value

Left eye

13.9

7.0

0.13

Left temporal skin

17.2

76.0

0.04

Left occipital skin

11.5

98.0

0.02

Non specified data are mean values (SD): 10-3 Sievert
CVS: cerebral vasospasm; CTA: CT angiography; DSA : Digital Subtraction
Angiography
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Table 4. Simulation of CTA predictive value and dose radiation for different
prevalence of CVS ≥ 50% on DSA
Prevalence of CVS ≥ 50% on DSA
25%

50%

75%

If no CTA

Negative predictive value

100 %

100 %

100 %

NA

Positive predictive value

40 %

66 %

86 %

NA

Indication of DSA

62 %

75 %

87 %

100%
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20

7

65

75

85

80

Eye dose radiation (CTA+
DSA)*, mSy
Skin dose radiation (CTA +
DSA)*, mSy

* Mean probability of radiation dose for a patient with high suspicion or risk of
delayed cerebral ischemia on clinical exam or TCD for whom CTA and potentially
DSA are required. The threshold value for CVS on CTA ≥30% was considered as
an indication to perform DSA to confirm CVS ≥50% and potentially indicate an
angioplasty.
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DISCUSSION
Our study is one of the first to provide an assessment of the correlation between DSA
and CTA in clinical practice (namely comparing before and after CVS), to include an
analysis till the 2nd segments of cerebral arteries and to evaluate CVS quantitatively.

First, it suggests that CTA interpretation is difficult and operator dependent. There is
indeed a great variability in the correlation between CTA and DSA according to the
experience of the observer. The correlation was better for the most experienced reader
(0.805 versus 0.525). Interpretation can therefore improve with practice same as the
average analysis time which was quite long for CTA in our study.
Then, our study also highlights the importance of image analysis strategies. A systematic
analysis of each segment is essential because DCI can occur electively on distal CVS20.
Therefore, it is important to compare the initial exam with the one during CVS to fully
understand arterial anatomy. Morphology of arteries is usually easier to evaluate on initial
examination blank of any treatment. Maximum image magnification is also needed to
optimize measurements. If needed, oblique plane reconstructions of the analyzed artery
helps to unroll the segment in MIP images, particularly for short stenosis. Window setting
adaptation that does not dull the edge of vessels is essential in order not to underestimate
the actual diameter of the vessel. Indeed, windowing (width, level) has a major effect.
Hence, a change in the visualization of a vessel whose edges will be inadequately
defined21,22. Adequate settings become even more relevant for low-contrast CTA or CTA
with coils-related artifacts. Therefore, imaging should be interpreted by a skilled
neuroradiologist with experience in this type of pathology.
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Our study also suggests that reliability of CTA to determine CVS is not perfect even for
an experienced observer. By privileging sensitivity (because it is a screening test),
specificity in our study is relatively mediocre (in the order of 50%). There are several
causes to explain certain limitations of CTA.
First, CTA quality is critical for its interpretation. This quality may depends on
acquisition protocol, which is relatively standardized in the literature
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but poorly

respected in non-specialized centers. Indeed, CTA / DSA correlation was better when
CTA was performed according to our standard protocol (0.847 vs 0.778). CTA therefore
is more accurate if performed in a specialized center.
Secondly, artifacts related to aneurysm treatment (coils or clips) can also disturb
imaging. In addition, a "cone beam artifact" has been described in some cases in multidetector CTA23. Various solutions can overcome these artifacts such as metal artifact
reduction (IMAR protocol not evaluated in our series due to a lack of patients) or coils
subtraction in dual energy CT24.
Lastly, spatial resolution in CTA (0.7-0.8mm) remains lower than in DSA (0.4
mm)25,26. But standard measurements of normal intracranial arteries are well above these
values27. CVS analysis will therefore be limited for arteries whose caliber approaches
CTA resolution. Studies have also shown that measurement errors increase with
decreasing arterial size, decreasing intraluminal contrast density and field of view
size28,29.
Our results are hardly comparable to other series that use very different methodologies11–
19,30,31

. Unlike most published studies14–17,32,33, we evaluated CVS quantitatively and not

semi-quantitatively (various classifications used in literature) or even qualitatively.
Although our methodology is limited by some degree of uncertainty in our measurements,
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it is more likely to be reproducible than with a subjective approach. Furthermore, we
calculated vasospasm up to the second segments of cerebral arteries while the only other
study using quantitative approach like us studied it proximally11. Our methodology could
be therefore a major contribution. Indeed, CVS seems important in the occurrence of DCI
even if it’s distal. Santillan et al34 showed that new techniques make these segments
accessible to angioplasty without increasing risk compared to proximal treatments.
In addition, CVS is a dynamic phenomenon. It is therefore subject to variations. For
this reason, we only included patients with a delay between CTA and DSA less than 6
hours (median 3h IC95% [2-4 h]) to be closest to reality. This is the shortest inclusion
period, to our knowledge, in the literature15,16,33.

Our study suggests that CTA has an excellent NPV for CVS ≥ 50% on DSA for a
threshold less than 30% and an excellent PPV above a threshold of 40%. For CVS below
30%, CTA eliminate any risk of CVS ≥ 50% on DSA and therefore any intracranial
angioplasty in our center. CTA is superior compared to TCD which has many false
negatives 9.It helps to avoid DSA to evaluate CVS and thus contributes to reduce
neurological risk inherent to DSA but also to diminish the mobilization of fragile patients
out of the intensive care unit. With CVS above 40%, CTA is a potent risk marker for CVS
≥50% in DSA and therefore of DCI. It helps to decide to intensify a preventive medical
treatment of DCI and to discuss indication for angioplasty. However, the poor specificity
of CTA between 30% and 40% invites us to consider other arguments as well to roll out
CVS in order to avoid an abusive therapeutic intensification or unnecessary DSA before
angioplasty decision.
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Finally, our study emphasizes that CTA as a screening test has an impact on radiation
on lens compared to DSA, superior compared to a CVS screening directly by DSA. Our
results are obtained with recent dose reduction protocols. For radiation dose to the skin,
the benefit of CTA disappears when the prevalence of CVS ≥ 50% in DSA becomes too
high. In fact, even if in many cases CTA limits the need of DSA, it increases radiation
dose received when it leads to perform DSA for angioplasty. Gain in terms of "DSA
avoided" increases when prevalence of CVS ≥ 50% decreases. This test loses its interest
for too high prevalence of CVS ≥ 50% both for "DSA avoided" but also radiation dose
received on skin. Repetition of DSA (especially if associated with CTA or CTP) exposes
to a large cumulative dose. Thus, 2 CTA and 2 DSA performed in the same patient exhibit
a cumulative dose of about 74 mSv for the crystalline and 250 mSy for the skin which is
far from the dose causing deterministic effects (2 and 3 Sy for the lens and the skin
respectively) but already higher to recommended annual dose for lens for personnel
exposed to ionizing radiation by EURATOM (20mSv)35. Note that in our structure, on
average 4 CTA were performed for patients when CVS was suspected.

Our study has many limitations. CTA were assessed retrospectively. Our results need to
be confirmed with a prospective study for a sufficient level of proof.
Our population sample included wasn’t representative of all patients who had a CTA.
Only patients with very close delay between CTA and DSA and who underwent
angioplasty were included limiting our data base. Therefore, we cannot determine the
exact prevalence of CVS ≥ 50% in our study or calculate predictive values of CTA. To
overcome this, we proposed a simulation of 3 possible prevalence. The exact prevalence
of CVS≥ 50% is very difficult to analyze in the literature as this parameter has been
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measured differently. It depends on pre-test risk assessed clinically and in relation to TCD
(flow velocity > 120 cm/s in our structure). In Mascia et al

10

, all patients had

systematically DSA at day 1, day 7 and if neurologic deficit occurred up until day 8. CVS
peak was at day 6.5. There was a high prevalence of CVSDSA ≥ 50 % (severe for the
authors) if the patient presented a sudden neurological deficit associated with a flow
velocity on TCD > 160 cm/s. TCD could therefore help screening patients.
DSA stays a technique with certain risks therefore CTA place is still to be defined
particularly between day 5 and day 7 when assessment of DCI is difficult (sedated
patients, lack of acoustic window in TCD) or when there is poorly insufficiently specified
neurological degradation.

Finally, our study does not directly link CTA findings to DCI risk. This risk would be
improperly appreciated in our study because it depends on therapeutics administrated
after CTA. We know that not all severe CVS lead to DCI and conversely even if this is
rare, some DCIs occur without CVS36.Therefore, it is likely that sensitivity and specificity
of CTA to predict occurrence of DCI are lower than those to predict a significant CVS.
Some authors argue that analysis of microcirculation by CTP would be better to predict
DCI3. However, a recent metanalysis didn’t show any superiority of CTP compared to
CTA on this criterion. They also found similar specificity and sensitivity with an overall
sensitivity and specificity of 79.6% and 93.1% respectively for CTA and 74.1% and
93.0% respectively for CTP3. In our practice, CTP is more irradiant than CTA, and only
indicated as second-line imaging when CTA remains inconclusive.
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CONCLUSION
CTA is an interesting test in clinical practice to detect CVS and may replace DSA. Its
challenging accurate interpretation must be reserved to specialized centers and expert
neuroradiologists. Adequate selection of patients most likely to benefit from CTA before
a possible DSA, is required due to radiation exposure, based on clinical criteria and TCD
data.
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Annex 1 :
WFNS Scale
Glasgow Scale

Focal neurological deficit

Grade

15

-

1

13 - 14

-

2

13 - 14

+

3

7 - 14

+/-

4

3-6

+/-

5

Modified Fisher Scale

ASH

IVH

Grade

No

-

0

Minimal

-

1

Minimal

+

2

Important

-

3

Important

+

4

ASH: acute subarachnoid hemorrhage; IVH: intraventricular hemorrhage
Beydon, L. Severe subarachnoid hemorrhage. Ann. Fr. Anesth. Reanim.2005
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